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Abstract: How can professional and educational studio art practices be documented
and shared online? What are the advantages and disadvantages of showing the art
studio process and viewing the processes of others?
It is common practice for students, teachers and artists to document their practice
through exploring and questioning the process, for example in sketchbooks or through
samples and experimentation. How do students, teachers and artists approach, view
and use such forms of documentation?
By sharing such documentation, research and methods online these once hidden
traditional and contemporary creative processes could have a lasting dynamic
platform, stimulating discussion and collaboration.
I will use my experiences of developing and launching a ‘Process Arts’ a new
collaborative online resource that explores process in arts practice to explore these
questions. The website provides a dynamic user driven online studio community that
focuses on making at all levels in art and design at UAL, whilst also sharing,
informing and engaging with the wider community.
The two key aspects of developing Process Arts are:
1. Create a simple, user-friendly, media driven site with good multi media
functionality.
2. Encourage and explore different ways of documenting arts practice, what are the
best methods of communicating arts practice online? How much support, advice and
guidance is required.
Initially content for the site will be driven by UAL staff and students, all having their
own accounts to upload video, image and text, providing new insights and lines of
communication to other colleges and areas across the university. Primarily the content
will be focused on UAL process and activities, although will be viewed by anyone
online. How will this new collaborative tool be used and received across the six
colleges and in the wider online community? To what extent will students and staff
learn, share and collaborate between each other? How will external viewers use the
site, should they remain passive or be encouraged to engage with the UAL arts
community?
The presentation will discuss and demonstrate how Process Arts has engaged with
some of these issues.

